the future imaginary
talking about the past
talking about the future
after the dance
I am sorry for some of the white men. The anger of the Thunder on behalf of the people had been very great. I’m not sorry the way things are now, but I wish things could have worked out some other way. I wish we could have come up with a better dance and better prayers.

richard hill
caught
get imagining
the social imaginary
The way ordinary people imagine their social surroundings through shared images, stories, legends, etc.

charles taylor
the future imaginary
science fiction
jet packs!
We are what we imagine. Our best destiny is to imagine who and what and that we are. The greatest tragedy that can befall us is to go unimagined.

n. scott momaday
new stories
TED culture
absence
dangerous: for vs. with
dangerous: absence
aboriginal territories in cyberspace
our imaginaries
skins workshops on aboriginal storytelling and video game design
producers vs. consumers
seeding the future
timetraveller™
babies!
we got busy
Cyberspace has been under construction for the past two thousand years in Western culture.

loretta todd
what counts?
who decides?
protocols are culture
we need to become active
The best way to predict the future is to invent it.

alan kay
use & make
the people of this place
whose past
whose present
whose future
a better dance, 
and better prayers